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Description of Work

Background

For more than two years, the Institute of Space System successfully operates its first satellite Flying Laptop. Benefitting from the gained experience, follow-up missions are now on the horizon. A major aspect that is supposed to be transferred into a new mission is the operations concept. In train of this, the Flying Laptop Mission Operations System is now converted into a system capable of multi-mission operations.

A mission operations system generally consists of these major elements:

- a real-time telemetry and tele-commanding software
- a mission planning tool
- a flight dynamics tool
- several databases (e.g. for telemetry)
- network and routing tools
- the antenna system
In the scope of its new mission endeavours the Institute of Space System is currently reworking all of these elements and combining them into one closed multi-mission operations system.

**This Work Scope**

For verification of the new developed multi-mission operations system, the Institute of Space System utilizes a spacecraft simulator which can be connected to the system and then be operated as a real satellite. This is a powerful means of testing the operations system, as it supports e.g. the training of staff or the testing of satellite procedures.

The spacecraft simulator itself consists of several models, simulating the spacecraft behaviour in space. This covers the simulation of technical devices, such as computers, sensors, or actuators, and also the simulation of physical phenomena like the orbital dynamics. Over the past years such a simulator has been developed and verified. Now, in the scope of this work, a software which allows a simulation engineer to configure the satellite simulation shall be written. Thus, it shall be easily possible to set-up scenarios in the satellite simulator, which are specifically tailored to a certain testing procedure.

The software shall feature the following elements.

- MySQL backend to the simulator model databases
- User interface for
  - Model selection
  - Model initialization (scenario generation)